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Elucidation of Novel Multidrug Resistance Mechanismsｏｊｅｃｔ

On the basis of genome sequence analysis of Escherichia coli, 37 ORFs were presumed toＡｂｓｔｒａｃｔ ｏｆ

encode putative xenobiotic exporters. We clone all of these ORFs into multicopy plasmid,Ｒｅｓｅａｒｃｈ Ｐｒｏ

and they were expressed in E. coli strain KAM3 which lacks its major xenobiotic exporterｊｅｃｔ

gene . As a result, we identified that 19 different genes actually encode exporters foracrAB
some drug and toxic compounds. Among them, 11 genes encode MFS type transporters, 2
encode SMR ones, 5 encode RND ones, and 1 encodes ABC one. The ATP-hydrolyzing
drug exporter MacAB is the first one as ABC-type drug exporters identified in
Gram-negative bacteria. It is a macrolide antibiotic-specific exporter. It contains 4 putative
transmembrane segments and one NBD domain. It co-operates with an outer membrane
channel and exports drugs directly out of the cells bypassing periplasm. All five RND-type
exporters require TolC as an outer membrane channel and export drugs directly out of the
cells bypassing periplasm. To be surprised, an outer membrane channel co-operating with
MacAB is also TolC. In addition, two other MFS-type transporters also require TolC. These
TolC-dependent drug exporters seems not to form permanent complex with TolC, but rather
temporarily recruit TolC only when they transport drugs.
The intrinsic presence of such a lot of drug efflux transporters in bacterial chromosomes
must be a serious threat for our future chemotherapy.
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